COUNT
- chairs
- tables
- desks
- beds
- couches
- rings
- bracelets
- a necklace
- mountains
- hills
- lakes
- metals
- an iron
- a rusty car
- an old refrigerator

NONCOUNT
- broken furniture
- junk drawer
- jewelry
- junk stuff
- scenery
- gold
- iron (material)
- brass
- glass
- silver
3. trees, bushes, grass, dirt, flowers

4. advice → suggestions, ideas, thoughts, opinions

5. vocabulary → words

6. water → glasses
7. glass    windows
8. glasses  eyesight
9. time    homework → assignments
10. times / time
11. smoke, dust, CO, substances
    pollution ➔
12. literature ➔ novels, essays
    poetry ➔ poets, poems
13. weather  seasons
14. happiness > abstractions (ideas)
    patience
    reward
15. stars =
    Sand grains
16. intelligence, knowledge, imagination} abstract
HW

In book:

Count / NonCount:
Ex. 19, p. 112

Ex. 21, 22 p. 115 - 116

In workbook:
KEEP GOING!
Generic Nouns

- generalizations
- a whole group of things, not one specific thing

A singular count: A student must study a lot.

Students must study a lot.

Humans love flowers.

Human beings

A noncount: Education is important.

English is hard.

Sugar is sweet.

Patience is a virtue.
A book

- Increases knowledge
- Generic
- Indefinite

- A book is made of paper.
- A book is an important learning tool.
- We need a book for our class.
- My neighbor has a book.
(Generic) a teacher should...

A teacher sometimes makes mistakes.

Teach, know s.t. about the topic, be educated, build the students' vocabulary.

A teacher...

Indefinite made a mistake.

A teacher is studying.
A flower is cute. has a good smell.

Flowers bloom in the Spring. smell good. have petals. / sepals.

Some flowers in Amy's backyard died.

Betty has / Sajana has

A flower in her purse. in her home.

My daughter gave me a flower.
**Indefinite Nouns** → *a* or *some*

- actual, individual things, but not specifically identified

---

**Singular Count Noun**
- A student left his books in the classroom.

**Plural Count Noun**
- Some students left their books here.

**Noncount Noun**
- Some paper was left in the printer.
- A lot of furniture is expensive.
- I have some information.
- I bought some gold.
an iron (appl.)
a hair
a light
this room has 6 lights.
a gold

count

iron (metal)
hair
light
gold

noncount

iron (the metal)

define iron

Learner's dictionary

thesaurus

bilingual

tsynonyms
Definite Nouns

The

both speaker and listener are thinking about the same thing

Singular count noun: The student (who left will come back) is (his) books.
The students in my class are smart.

Plural count noun: Thank you for the apples.

Noncount noun: Thank you for the help. Thank you for the fruit.
"Just think of it as if you're reading a long text message."

indefinite one, not specific
IN CLOSING, LET ME TELL YOU THAT NEVER IN THE UNIVERSE HAVE I SPOKEN BEFORE SUCH AN ATTENTIVE AUDIENCE.
"I didn't write the book report. I downloaded and printed it directly from the Internet, but I did collate and staple it myself."
"I am going to close my eyes and cover my ears. I expect the student who took my chair, my desk, and my chalkboard to bring them back."
SMITH ACADEMY
A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
"I don't know what plagiarizing is, so I'm gonna take the easy way out and just copy something off the internet."
"If reading books is so important, how come you never see people on television doing it?"
4. _______ tennis is a sport.

5. _______ tennis player has to practice long hours.

6. _______ island is a piece of land surrounded by water.

7. _______ gold is a metal.

8. _______ bridge is a natural structure that spans a river.

9. _______ health is one of the most important things in life.

10. _______ adjective is a word that modifies a noun.

11. _______ tree needs water to survive.

12. _______ water is composed of oxygen and hydrogen.

13. _______ knowledge is a source of power.

14. _______ homework is a necessary part of a course of study.
1. the moon
2. 2nd mention
   the cat was...
   the bird...
   The Bird...
3. Birds have wings.
4. 0 happiness (noncount abstraction)
   one/a/the/his/that
5. I have 0 book.
1. the
   - specific
   - unique
   - known to both speaker & listener
   - 2nd mention

3. generalizations ➔ no article
   - The health is wealth.
   - noncount noun
   - students must study hard.

4. singular count nouns ➔ need something
4. hats

5. A hat is an article of clothing.

6. Hats are articles of clothing.

7. The (definite)

8. problems of life

9. The life

10. an

11. the name the engineer

[Redactions: an infection, the bridge]